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science to show them that they have no such
godly rights.
That nations so easily fall, by simple
progressive mind takeover, is even more
surprising when we see how openly plans are
revealed.
For example: Collins Dictionary
gives the following in its explanation of
socialism:
“3. (in Marxist theory) a transitional stage after
the proletarian revolution in the development of
a society from capitalism to communism
characterized by the distribution of income
according to work rather than need.” Note: no
human charity in this change agency. E.A.
Ideologies fight each other like sports teams, to
achieve the same aim. Group leaders wallow
in the promised ideal and ignore the evident
fact of its futility and treachery; they see their
plans as ‘on target’ but pride denies them
ability to see themselves as ‘part’ of the target.
They are set up to do the dirty work but those
in power after the “killing fields” will be not call
themselves either Capitalists or Communists.
Globalists party on as they watch the Hegelian
Dialectic work this thesis and antithesis to
achieve their dream.
As clearly explained in Leaflet 5. The Hegelian
Dialectic principle is very extensively used in,
and permeates, segments of culture ranging
from entertainment to religion and business.
However we should never forget that the
change agents will not admit that they are
using Hegelian Dialectic principles in order to
achieve brainwashing. Or that this is to confine
the popular culture to slavery. Here is a little
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more from, the quote that forms the bulk of
Leaflet. 5.
“Other themes woven into anti-bourgeois
propaganda in literature and drama (including
television) were “an oversimplified Freudianism
that regarded all suppression of human
impulse as leading to frustration and psychic
distortions … the salutary consequences of
self-indulgence … [and a] total rejection of
middle-class values, including time, selfdiscipline, and material achievement, in favor
of a cult of personal violence….”
The result, concluded Quigley, was “a total
reversal of middle-class values by presenting
as interesting or admirable simple negation of
these values by aimless, shiftless, and totally
irresponsible people.” The political ascent of
Arnold Schwarzenegger presents a splendid
example of the reversal of values Quigley
described.
“The California recall movement began as
a revolt by that state’s long-suffering middle
class against a state government arrogantly
determined to tax them into penury, regulate
them into oblivion, and use the power of
government to undermine their values and
institutions.
California’s rebellious middle class was
skillfully manipulated into supporting, as its
champion, a novice politician — a product of
Hollywood’s depravity-exalting culture, and
who unabashedly supports abortion,
homosexuality, affirmative action, and the
essential tenets of the socialist welfare state.
This was possible, in large measure, because
California’s middle-class electorate, having
passed through the dialectic process described
by Gotcher, considered it more important to be
part of the winning side than to defend sound
principles.
>>
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Television is the single most effective
means of shepherding the American population
through the dialectic process. This is why
Americans seriously interested in preserving
their freedoms should severely limit or entirely
eliminate their TV viewing.”
End Quote.
Closing comment.
W. M. Grigg offers a very good view of a
foundation principle of fiat-socialism.
The
principle of no right, no wrong, is promoted
incessantly, but slyly, (both by suggestion and
open advocacy) through all media. The
consequences of this are now tearing the
social fabric of world cultures apart to create
crime, corruption, accidents, drugs addiction,
contempt for parents, contempt for rights of
others, and terrorism; it is designed to induce
public confusion and slavery by indoctrination
to false beliefs.
This plan of misinformation, indoctrination and
deception is designed to give total power to a
global master-race. For better understanding
of basic techniques used see Chapter 3 of
“Globalism Brainwash”.
All who have, or intend having, children, or
have any responsible concern for preserving
human intellectual freedoms, should not
introduce children to T.V. under the age of
seven years.
Its best use is as entertainment in aged care
homes although mature adults with well
established mental habits may find it has
entertaining uses. However to these most TV
is too childish to be interesting.
>>>
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TV trains the mind to behave as if information
is a passing entertainment to be savored on the
instant for excitement and not taken seriously,
it leaves no time for thought, personal
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involvement or consideration of implications. It
simply tells YOU what to think.

Will Hegelian Dialectic turn Capitalism,
through socialism,
into Communism?

Similarity between computer and TV screen is
obvious, the mind can accept it as equal. So
reading information from a computer screen
encourages the mind to see it, and the TV
screen, as the same, especially as TV bonding
comes first. So those looking for information to
help them understand life and living will be well
advised to convert to hard copy.

A reader questions the word ‘socialism’ in our
“Last Editorial” (May) claiming, correctly, that it
means, in short: “community owned production
for community benefit”, what’s wrong with that?
We soon agree that Communist takeover has
left surviving working classes ‘equal’ only as
slaves to the ruling elitists.

TheMindWeb continually encourages readers
to do that. These leaflets are part of that effort.
TV is a corrupting entertainment and a lying
informant.
*
*
*
NOTES:
*fiat – declared (enforced as if legitimate) by
illegitimate authority .
For support of the above read MindWeb
articles and books. Key words in the “Site
Search” facility may help you find related
items. Also this series of “Discussion leaflets”
are designed to concentrate on critical points.
Leaflets can be down-loaded ready for printout
and fold on A4 paper.
Enter at “Leaflets”.
Regards; A. Gourley.
welook@themindweb.com

Discussion Leaflet 6.

We agreed the socialist dream was never
intended to be more than a dream. It needed
capitalist support until capitalism itself was able
to attain (through indoctrination) its own
makeover of working and middle class minds.
Socialism as exposed in “Shame of Nations”,
now needs fuller explanation; here is the result.
SOCIALISM
When “social” is deformed by addition of an
‘ism’ or an ‘ist’ it becomes a religion: it
promotes egotistical, faith-based ideals to
replace respect for true social order.
Socialists promote an idealized social belief
and give religious zeal to achieving that ideal;
there is an assumed godly ability to mould life
in disregard of nature, practical reality and selfevident truth. Enforced authority replaces truth.
And communism is ”a commune of socialists”.
“Humanism” promotes a substitute for human
and a base for Communist, capitalist or Fascist
religious totalitarianism as shown in “Shame of
Nations”, these concoctions are all parts of a >

secretly promoted ‘power-lusting’ plan for
control of culture. Capitalism is just a more
advanced form of socialism. It has the same
ideals and god-like aim to create a slave class
in elite service: A fiat economy creates an
impression of prosperity until enslavement is
complete. It is also part of the plan to gain
elitist control of earth with a ‘beliefs controlled’
slave class in service.
That dream is of ancient origin, it became a
culture during early stages of human
development when understanding of human
nature made this desire more excusable and
less concrete. Note this quote from “Indian
Philosophy” by Radhakrishnan:
“One of the leading principles of the
mystics was the sacredness and secrecy of
self knowledge and the true knowledge of the
gods. This wisdom was, they thought, unfit for,
perhaps even dangerous to, the ordinary
human mind; or in any case, liable to
perversion and misuse, and loss of virtue if
revealed to the vulgar and unpurified spirits.
Hence they favored the existence of an outer
worship, effective but imperfect, for the
profane.”
Socialism is more a change agent to motivate
the masses during that time when government
by plutocracy (as a visible alternative to a
sham democracy or republic) is not acceptable
to the majority.
As we see, the ideal of total elitist control, with
government by indoctrinated beliefs for the
slave class, is, quite precisely, the idea being
set up by capitalist/communist-elitists today.
The difference today is that they have modern
knowledge to help achieve their aims and

